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Skip to the main content Our editors choose where to stay in this beloved Irish city. June 21, 2018Kourtesy The DeanTee is nothing like an Irish welcome. Whether you're staying in a luxurious five-star hotel or a funky boutique hostel, you can expect to learn about the warmth, friendly chatter and plenty of opinions about
where you should get your first pint. When it comes to hotels, Dublin plays to its strengths - expect a lot of classic Georgian architecture, mixed with cool design and functionality, and no matter where it falls on that spectrum, you'll find charm in the spectrum. Here are our selection of the best places to stay in Dublin, with
a range of choices for your needs. Alex, who stands in a place previously occupied by the train station, is officially one of Dublin's coolest children. In the air lobby there is an auspicious co-working space, where guests and passers-by inflate on laptops between the handsome art deco fixtures and the forest green marble
tables. The hotel nod to its history through design detail, such as a ticker sign over elevators and leather luggage straps strapped to cupboard drawers. The rooms in the alex have an endeaually chic vibe. They have super soft beds, covered in bullet-themed tracks from Foxford Woolen Mills, irish heritage. 50s-style
radios; and (extremely useful but often absent) on the side of electrical outlets. Executive-level rooms also have Nespresso machines and have lounge access, fun small rooms with regularly updated snacks and drinks. Dublin's Docklands are known as Silicon Docks, with European-based Facebook, Google and Airbnb
all of which reside here. Hotel Marker, a soft geometric building in the middle of grand canal square, is the district's unofficial sights. In all rooms there is a hip vibe, from the shiny lobby to the bedrooms, which bursts with a pop of paint. In the atrium you will always find young Dubliners drinking a drink, and on sunny days
the rooftop bar will definitely jump. Make a reservationTo an unusual location, Number 31 is an under-radar property that consists of a stunning Georgian town hall and modernist mews connected to a beautiful private garden. His legendary breakfast, which often gets rewards, is served in family style on the heart table
and consists of fresh colds (including a die-for cranberry-orange nut loaf) and keeps, plus boiled-to-order classics like eggs Benedict. This is dublin's best boutique hotel, hands down. Make a reservation$$$ | Gold List 2020 Readers' Choice Awards 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020O second, as you walk in Westbury in Dublin
and down a large, bifuriated staircase, it's hard not to be impressed. Settle into one of the gallery's plush armchairs for afternoon tea, grab a seat in Sidecar for the perfect or book a table at WILDE, a perfect restaurant with a luxurious 30s, for a full meal. Upstairs, rooms and suites are filled with light and serene, with
large bathtubs and Irish art; The beds are dressed in Lissadell bedding and luxurious Blanc d'Ivoire tote, while the bathrooms have marble and greta floors. (If you're really looking to go all out, reproduce in a presidential suite, a penthouse with its own bar and a huge bathroom - complete with a private sauna and steam
room.) At every turn you will feel a strong and well-service vibe – the staff here is very helpful. Westbury is a classic town gathering and is ideal for a special occasion – you'll find guests celebrating big birthdays, anniversaries and other milestones. In December, the Gallery is full of people resting on Christmas shopping
on Grafton Street. It's an unbound Irish luxury at its best, and the service is always exemplary. Doubles from $250. Make a bookingSmithfield is one of the coolest areas in Dublin, and the mid-village market has undergone a complete makeover in recent years. There is a reason Generator chose this location for its base
in the Irish capital – it matches the hip aesthetics of the luxury hostel brand. Located next to the Jameson distillery (and its striking red brick tower), the hostel has an exceptional social bar that ranges from the building's distances, with whisky-bottles chandeliers and huge murles. The last time you booked a reservation
was yesterday at 21:00 To reserve the buildings that line the Green St. Stephen are among the most impressive in Dublin – a large Georgian building with ghostly ivy and arched doors. Today, one of these buildings is home to Cliff Townhouse, a small hotel that feels almost like a restaurant with rooms. Seafood, served
in the wonderful dining room, has some of the best in town, and the marble oyster and champagne bar is the perfect place to knock back half a dozen oysters and a screaming-cold glass of bubbles. Four of the nine cliff rooms overlooking the park - apparently those that need to go. The large windows are lined with kara
cushions, donegal edimes and upflated velvet pillows. Book From This Hotel, opened in 2018, its elegant and stylish lobby has attracted a lot of Instagrammer. The nifty design is evenly distributed throughout, from Art Deco wallpaper to illuminated library walls. The rooms nod to their setting - a classic Georgian building
- but have cool modern touches, like the golden geometric light hanging from the ceiling in one of the suites. Ups up and down the blue headboards offer a modern edge, and burst colors come in the form of mustard and turquoise. Iveagh Garden is not just a show and no Great, it derives its energy from the underground
river. Reserve a bookingNever one to shy away from color or pizazz, The Fitzwilliam is a Dublin hotel that will stop at nothing to please guests, from the airy lobby scamed with limongrass to the sexy bar tucked away at the back. There's also Glover's Alley Restaurant, a new 20th-century dining restaurant. Rooms include
pops of color throughout - some even sporting chartreuse bathtubs - and well-packed Murdock toiletries (apparently one of Michelle Obama's favorite brands). Before your stay, someone will call to ask about what you want from your room and how you can help make your trip the best you can. It's an old-fashioned touch
that makes all the difference. Make a reservation$$$ | The 2017 Choice Awards, 2018, 2019 Formerly four seasons ago, InterContinental Dublin squeezed into a leafy and well-to-do county of Ballsbridge. The sumptuous notes hit you the moment you walk out the door, when you encounter crystal chandelers and marble
sheep. The lobby lounge, with navy nod and gold sofas, is a popular seating spot with a glass of wine or a cup of tea and people-watch; You can also enjoy a great view of the inner courtyard garden through its Victorian conservatory-style window. The entry-level rooms are also extensive and luxurious, with silk-soft
beds and bathtubs so deep that even the tallest among us can get wet. While you will definitely be taken care of, you won't mind – no one will ask you if you're ok every five minutes. Which is refreshing. Book reservationsSeacher opposite the National Concert Hall and just minutes from dublin's two most beautiful parks,
Conrad benefits from his dream location. Although its setting has not changed, its recent renovation of 14 million euros ($16 million) has cemented its reputation as one of the most impressive hotels in the city. The bright lobby, which draws impacts from the nearby Iveagh Gardens, is filled with branche-like lighting
fixtures and neutral green - a colour scheme that continues in the rooms. Another impressive thing that comes out of the refurb is Coburg, a sexy pastry shop with flawless food. The rooms are muted and soothing, with hand-held erjames, Irish art, Nespresso machines and international charging stations. Some have
private balconies - rarity in Dublin.Make a reservation privately on Bustling South Great George's Street, Kelly's is a hotel that is still a bit of a mystery, even among Dubliners. With a mix of rustic red brick charm with clean modern touches; It's home to the Nameless Bar, one of the hottest drinking dens in town. Fairly
basic rooms are untied and soft, with light white wall, bedding and bedding frames. Furniture has an industrial, raw sense of it; hooks, for example, are fully For a hotel stay that doesn't compromise the style – and doesn't violate the budget – you can't beat Kelly's.$$ | The 2017 Choice Awards, 2018, 2019, 2020The
Shelbourne is more than just a hotel. It is located in the heart of many Dubliners and is essential to the structure of the city. One of the oldest hotels in the city has been accepted by dignitaries from all over the world since it opened in 1824 – the Irish Constitution was even drafted in one of the above. His history is
ramping up. Visit the small Shelbourne Museum at the reception and see covered guest books from all ages, menus from the early 20th century and letters from former guests. The famous bar, No. 27, is called the Dublin Living Room. Staying in Shelbourn is to step back into time and live out your Georgian fantasies. It's
luxurious, it's luxurious and it's always worth a visit.   Reserve every tiny aspect of Dean's hip, from Tracey Emin's neon art over the table - lists I Fell In Love Here to mini-Smeg fridges and recorders. Even the small Pod Rooms, with its padded tristenian headboards and Marshall amps, somehow works. The rooftop bar,
Sophie's, is always filled to the edge, as well as a bar in the lobby (which offers live entertainment). If you join the party? Magnificently. If you're hoping for a quiet night's sleep? Find somewhere else. Reserve the recently revamped Dylan is fun, elegant and well thought out. The original rooms filled their imaginings of
details, such as overcrowded misguided armchairs or large lights shaped like branches. The new rooms, meanwhile, are an absolute delight, with minimalist copper night tables and patio headboards that always dress so slightly around the bed. Because the hotel is located in the heart of the city, the surrounding streets
are blissfully quiet without being too far from the action. On a beautiful day you can move like a cat to follow the sun – the front terrace gets all the morning light, while the new back terrace is great for afternoon sunbathing. Make a reservation$$$ | The Gold List 2018 Readers' Choice Awards 2017, 2018, 2020 Merrion
was created from four townhouses dating back to the 1760s. The lobby, all the marble columns and doorman in the top hats, lead to a plush drawing, where guests take tea with roaring fire. The food here is exceptional; The hotel features Patrick Guilbaud Restaurant, ireland's only two-michelin-starred city, and a garden
room in a private garden. There is a large collection of private art (you can take self-guided views with audio headphones), too. A flawless treasure, this is one of the best hotels in Dublin, if not all Ireland.Reserve a reservation
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